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Community responds to Katrina
Humanitarian aid pours in for .victims
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DENNIS McCARTY

news editor
Churches and businesses in and
around Searcy, along with many Harding students and faculty, are aiding
those affected by Hurricane Katrina.
Downtown Church of Christ is
working with Crain Media and Conley
Trucking Company to advertise for
donations and collect needed items like
diapers and work gloves. The church is
also serving as a collection center for
monetary donations to the American
Red Cross.
Lowell Myers, Downtown's administrative minister, said plans f<;>r relief
began Aug. 28, and that the church is
working with other churches in Laurel
and Gulfport, Miss., and Baton Rouge,
La.
"We've gotten a wonderful outpouring from the community," Myers said.
"We've received a lot of financial support. A lot ofbusinesses have donated
things."
Myers said the church has also set
up a depot in Downtown's Family Life
Center, where evacuees may obtain food,
clothes, toys and hygiene items.
According to minister Gary NP..al, Levy
Church of Christ in North Little Rock
is also assisting evacuees by gathering
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HURRICANE REI IEE
•COFFEE SALES•
Midnight Oil Coffeehouse
will host a hurricane relief
day Sept. 11 from 1 p.m.-12
a.m. Midnight Oil employees are dona.ting their time.
Every sale wil~ go to help
house evacuees al Camp
Wyldewood. Since Sept.
11 is a Sunda¥, no soup or
sandwiches will be served.

•DOWNTOWN COLLECTION•
Downtown Church of
Christ will be collecting
items for evacuees each
day from 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Items may be dropped off
at the Family Life Center
or at the tratter parked by
Main Street. The church has ·
requested no more clothing
at this time.
- Bug Spray
·
- Heavy rubber boots
- Work Gloves
- Box fans
- Bottled water (no gallon
bottles)
- Baby Diapers
- Baby Wipes
-Cash
- Non-perishable items
-AAA ointment
- Diaper rash ointment
- Band-aids
- Canned baby formula
- Toilet paper

•RED CROSS INFORMATION•
Ways to donate financially: Call 1-800-HELP NOW or
1-800-257-7575 (Spanish).
Contributions to the
Disaster Relief Fund may be
sent to the American Red
Cross, P. 0 . Box 37243,
Washington, DC 20013.
Internet users may make
a secure online contribution
by visiting www.redcross.
org.

Louisiana churches and set up spring
break campaigns to hurricane-affected
areas. Bundy also said, however, that
more of the SA's ~ark would be done

BRIDGET GIRTON
student reporter

COMING llP

Help us help you! Send a calendar
of your events to thebison@harding

GENE DAILEY/American Red Cross

Three-year•old Rejanae Fairley an.d her mom evacuated to the GulfportJvtiss., Red Cross
shelter after Hurricane Katrina destroyed their home. The total cost of the storm's damages
could reach upwards of $100 billion.
locally because of the risks involved
with traveling south.
See Katrina, page 3

Student Services revamps titles, offices

CAMPUS WATCH-12

9.10 Football at West Go. 6 p.m.
9.11 Gron~P,orent's Day
9.13-9.18 White County Fair
9.13 Volleyball vs. Rhodes, 7 p.m.
9.13 Norman Boehm
.
faculty ~iano
recital, 7 p.m., RH

essential items, providing housing,
providing meals and helping support
the shelter at Camp Wyldewood.
Neal said Levy has received monetary donations from churches in other
states, and members in North Little
Rock gave about $25,000 by Sept. 4.
'We expect that number to continue
growing," Neal said.
Harding's Student Association
has also helped the relief effort by
recruiting student volunteers and collecting money in chapel that will go to
rebuilding churches in New Orleans,
SA President Josh Bundy said.
The SA also set up·a donation truck
at Harding's Sept. 3 football game and
collected $2 from each T-shirt sale.
From Sept. 2 to Sept. 6, the SA held a
prayer vigil for victims of the hurricane
and its aftermath.
Bundy said the SA will also as-.
senible groups to go to shelters at
Searcy's National Guard Armory and
Camp Wyldewood, where students
will play with children and provide
food services.
"The student body has been incredible," Bundy said. 'We are very pleased
with the number of students willing to
help."
Bundy said the SA has made longterm plans to stay connected with

CHELSEA ROBERSON/ The Bison

The Citgo station on Race Street has seen prices
spike after the onslaught of Hurricane Katrina. Prices
have increased around $1.30 since September
2004.
.
'

Price of gas

pumps up
SARAH BAY
student reporter
Gas prices have continued to climb
recently, particularly in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina, causing crime rates at
gas stations to rise as drive-offs become
more commonplace.
According to ArkansasGasPrices.com,
Arkansas price-per-gallon averages have
gone up from approximately $1.70 in September 2004 to around $3 now in early
September 2005. The lowest gas prices
that Arkansas has seen since September
2004 occurred around the beginning of
2005, and were under $1.69.
While the Arkansas state average
gas prices have risen and fallen with
the national averages, they have stayed
consistently lower.
According to Newsweek magazine,
Hurricane Katrina shut down 95 percent
ofthe Gulfs oil production and disrupted
output at an eighth of the nation's-oil
refineries. This destruction caused oil
ba,rrels to hit $70.85 per barrel, the highest average in 20 years.
Employees of the Searcy area gas
stations are starting to feel the pressure
of unhappy customers and increasing
theft.
"We've had so many drive-offs, ies
pathetic," Julie Clay, an employee of the
Race Street Exxon, said.
Clay said that such theft is not new,
but that the number of drive-offs has
been rising steadily with the prices.
"The pattern is the same every time
the prices go up," Clay said.
Not only are the gas station employees
feeling the strain of the crime, but they
also have to deal with angry customers
who come to complain about the gas
prices, though the cost is not keeping
people from filling up their tanks. a

Changes occurred on campus
this semester in dorm life, campus
security and educational supply.
One change students have noticed
is the Health and Safety Inspections
in the dorms, formerly known as
Good Housekeeping. Rooms will
now be inspected every two weeks.
Dr. David Collins, assistant vice
president for Student Services, said
this ehange is part of a plan to create .
more equality between the men and
women at m~rding.
"Ithinkthatit'sanongoingprocess,
buttnis year we've ·made it our goal
to look at some of the ways things
have been done in the past that are
different," Collins said. 'We'vefeltlike
we need to move more in a direction
wherethey'remoreequitable. I think ·

that we need to be working together
Campus safety and secmity have
to bring the two sides
also experieQ.ced
of campus to a comchange this year.
mon ground."
Campus Security
Good Housekeeping
Joetta Martin,
became PublicSafety,
residencelifecoordiand a new division,
natorfor Pattie Cobb,
campus Security
Parking Services,
said the new name
has been created to
process vehicle regreflects the idea that
( curriculum Lab
istration and parking
inspectionsaremore
l
violations.
aboutsafetythanjust
about maintaining a
As construction
Health & S51fety
clean room. Safety
ended on theThornton
Inspections
issues include dust,
Education Center ,
Public
Parking
mold and mildew
Karen Horton, director
Safety
Services
as well as excessive
of what was once the
Education Resource
clutter.
Curriculum Lab, said
Center
'We're not as conthe lab moved from
cerned about them
the American Studies
keeping a perfect,
building into larger •
clean room," Martin said. "We just facilities in the Thornton Education
need it to be a healthy room and a Center. The lab was also renamed
safe room."
the Education Resource Center. C
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Israeli settlers evacuated from Gaza
face.facts and begin drawing the lines
for what will hopefully lead to a final
settlement of the Israel/Palestinian
Israeli defense forces, border conflict," Boyden said. "However, as·
police, and the Israeli police started a precondition for progress, there will
the historic withdrawal of Israeli also need to be realism and concessettlers from the Gaza Strip Aug: 21; sions on the Palestinian side."
Rick Brooks, pastor of Liberty
by Aug. 22, all 8,500 Israelis from
21 settlements in the Gaza were Baptist Church in Siloam Springs,
evacuated, according to BBC News. Ark., took a group near President
The evacuation signaled the end of a Bush's ranch in Crawford, Texas,
38-year territorial dispute between and participated in a rally h~ld by
Zionist Israelis and the Palestinian Yedidim oflsrael, a Christian-ZionNational Authority.
ist organization founded by pastors
On the first day, some
from more than 7,600
churches. The group tried ·
soldiers joined protesting
"The land itself ·
to encourage Israeli Prime
Israelis in prayer. However,
seemed so
Minister Ariel Sharon to
violent incidents occurred
peaceful, despite
stop the deportation of
later in the process. While
the war being
Jews in the Gaza Strip
the eviction ended one
waged over it."
and the West Bank.
struggle, it signaled the
"Thirty people, mostly
beginning of new obstacles
ASHLEY HOOVER,
liberty
members, went on
for both the now-homeless
Junior
a church bus to Crawford
Israelis and the PNA.
Rabbi Gene l.e\.yofIsrael
April 11 while Prime MinTemple B'Nai in little Rock,
ister Sharon was at the
Ark., said his temple discussed the president's ranch," Brooks said. "We
evacuation at length mainly before were there on Monday afternoon to
it began. Levy specifically cited the hold a rally with speakers from across
words of Rabbi Michael "Micky" Boy- the nation as well as from Israel."
Junior Ashley Hoover recently
den, director of the Rabbinic Court
of the Israel Council of Progressive visited Israel with her church group.
Rabbis, as a clear statement of his The group stayed in Bethlehem and
was asked not to lodge in Jerusalem
own views.
"Now is the time that we need an during its extended stay.
"We weren't there for very long,
Israeli government that is prepared to
BONNIE BOWLES

student reporter

so it is hard to gauge the situation
accurately, but I would say that there
is a tension felt everywhere," Hoover
said. "I didn't know enough to guess
whether that tension was over the
Gaza Strip or if it was fairly n ormal
for the times.
"I do know that we are not allowed
to bring anyone under the age of 18
into the country, and that we all must
have passports and three forms of
identification on us at all times while
we are there for the Feast."
Hoover and members of her
congregation plan to participate in
the 2005 celebrations for The Feast
Tabernacles, a feast celebrating the
fall harvest and God's provision, in
Jerusalem.
The Gaza Strip has been a source
of conflict since 1967. The strip was
a part of Palestine until 1948 when.
it went under Egyptian rule. Following the Six-Day War, in 1967, Israeli
forces occupied the strip, causing
almost constant conflict between
the Jewish settlers and the SunniMuslims that populate the majority
of the area.
While the conflict between Israel
and its neighbors on both sides rages
on, many still view the Holy Land as
a place of solace.
.
'The land itself seemed so peaceful, despite the war b 'ng waged over
it," Hoover said. C.
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A tall order

very war has its detractors,
and the U.S. war in Iraq
is no exception. It would
appear the small but
growing anti-war movement
in America has found its voice
- the voice of Cindy Sheehan.
· By now you have probably
heard of Sheehan. Sheehan's son,
Army Specialist Casey A Sheehan,
was killed in an ambush near
Baghdad in April 2004, at the end
of his second week in Iraq.
At first, Sheehan accepted
her son's death as one of those
petsonal sacrifices that families
· are asked to make when nations
goto war.
• In June 2004, she and several
.. other mothers of servicemen
· killed in Iraq met with President
~ Bush; accounts of that meeting
• suggest Sheehan gave high praise
for the president's leadership and
characterized him as sincere and a
man of faith.
Recently, however, Sheehan
described the-meeting as awkward
and one of the most disgusting
experiences of her life.
In either case, the meeting
was the last time Sheehan had
anything pleasant to say about
President Bush or the war in Iraq.
Sheehan and several other
mothers of servicemen killed in
Iraq formed Gold Star Families
· for Peace in January 2005
to protest the continued U.S.
occupation oflraq.
These mothers have asked
President Bush to meet with them
- in Sheehan's case, for a second
time - and give a full and honest
account ofwhy the United State8
invaded Iraq and why troops are
still there.
·
Sheehan has stated on
numerous occasions that she
wants the president to tell her
that her son died for the truth and
not a lie. Sheehan and a growing
, group of protesters supporting
Gold Star Families have been
camped outside Bush's ranch in
Crawford, Texas,' since the first
week of August, demanding that
the president meet with them.
This is a tall order - and as
the president's summer vacation
has concluded prematurely due
to Hurricane Katrina, it doesn't
look as if Sheehan is any closer to
meeting with the president than
she was five weeks ago.
The Sheehan group eventually
attracted other opponents to the ·
war, as well as many counter
protesters who saw Sheehan's
demonstration as both dangerous
and counterproductive to
American interests.
The daily media events in
Crawford may have convinced
the president that meeting with
Sheehan during the first week
of the demonstrations would
have defused the issue. It would
appear the White House has
underestimated the power of
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DR. MARK ELROD

Faculty
Voices
one angry mother - what has
happened at Crawford may turn
out to be bigger than the ire of a
single angry mother.
Sheehan is not the first parent
who used the memory of a lost
child to further a greater cause.
Indeed, many supporters of
. the war have suggested Sheehan
herself is being used by the antiwar movement and only turned
against the war when she lost her
son. This may or may not be the
case; the final word on that rests
with Sheehan.
I think we should let her have
the last word on whether or not
she is being used by anybody.
Arguments that her actions
weaken the U.S. war effort in
Iraq are complicated and may
now serve as a new fault line in
American politics.
The claim that Sheehan and
others who oppose the war are
weakening the U.S. position in
Iraq are reminiscent of charges
leveled against the student-led
peace movement during the U.S.
war in Vietnam.
And while one could try to
make the argument that Sheehan
is the Iraq War's Jane Fonda,
you can only take that suggestion
so far. In Sheehan's case we're
talking about a mother who has
experienced what war really does
to people in a direct way - not a
rebellious Hollywood actress.
There is nothing more
American than speaking out
against the actions of our
government. That's how this
country got started in the first
place. A poll conducted by the
Associated Press in late August
found that most Americans
believe Sheehan has the right to
express her discontent with the
war.
Some 87 percent said it was OK
for people who oppose the war in
Iraq to express their opposition
publicly.
Perhapstheadrrtlnistration
and Sheehan's very vocal
opponents should remember
that the president himself has
told the world on many occasions
that the greatest gift we have to
offer humanity is our freedom to
disagree.
This should include those
times when we disagree about the
purpose of any war or how any
mother might choose to honor the
memory of a lost son.

DR. MARK ELROD is an associate professor
of political science. He may be contacted
at elrod@harding.edu.

FACES IN THE CROWD
Ike Peters, sophomore
Hometown: Little Rock, Ark.
Major: English
Favorite CD: "Heartbreakers,"
Ryan Adams
Favorite Ice Cream: Chocolate
Interesting fact no one knows about you: "I was on
'Sesame Street' as a kid."
Favorite Disney movie: "Robin Hood"
Ifyou could meet one person in history, who would it
be? Vivian Lee from "Gone Wrth the Wmd"
What CD do you wish you never bought?
"Reveal," REM
Favorite movie quote: ''You stay here, Mom. We11 check
it out." - "ET"
If you could fight one cartoon character, who would
it be? Pig)' :'

IN & OUT: NEWS TO KNOW
Rehnquist dies; Roberts nominated for position
U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice William H. Rehnqilist,
Bo, died of thyroid cancer Saturday evening at his home
in Arlington, Va. Rehnquist was the second-oldest chief
justice in U.S. Supreme Court history.
He had served on the court for 33
years, voting on such landmark cases
as Roev. Wade, the 1973 decision concerning abortion. Rehnquist's death
provides Bush with simultaneous
vacancies on the court, a situation that ·
last occurred in 1971 during Richard
REHNQUIST
Nixon's presidency.
To sucreed the conservative Rehnquist,
President Bush on Monday nominated
John Roberts, previously nominated to succeed retiring
Associa~e Justice Sandra Day O'Connor. Senate confirmation hearings for Roberts are set for Sept. 12.

Plane crashes in Indonesia

More than 140 p~ople died Sept; 5 when an Indonesian
jetliner crashed into a crowded neighborhood in Sumatra.
The Mandala Airlines Boeing 737-200 was en route
to Jakarta when it crashed shortly after takeoff. The
Washington Post reported the plane was carrying 112. passengers and five crew m embers; 13 passengers survived,
but dozens on the ground were killed.
·
The crash is the sixth in a recent string of major airline accidents, with others occurring last month in Peru,
Greece, Sicily and Venezuela.

Stampede in Baghdad leaves 960 dead
Rumors of a suicide bomber sent panic through pilgrims
during a Shiite religious procession Aug. 30 in Baghdad,
triggering a stampede that left at least 960 Iraqis dead
and another 800 injured.
The Los Angeles Times reported that the pilgrims were
trapped on a bridge spanning the Tigris River when reports of a suicide bomber circulated among them. In the
. ensuing chaos, most of the victims were either trampled
to death, suffocated or drowned.
The World Health Organization is responding with aid
shipments to nine Baghdad hospitals.

Conservative broadcaster urges assassination
Tensions between the United States and Venezuela
escalated after conservative religious
broadcaster Pat Robertson ealled
for the assassination of Venezuelan
President Hugo Chavez. On the Aug.
22 edition of "The .700 Club," Robertson described the leftist president
as "a terrific dai:iger" and urged the
United States to "take him out."
Robertson later apologized, but
Chavez
threatened to seek Robertson's
ROBERTSON
extradition and to lodge a complaint

with the United Nations against the U.S.,govemment. U.S.
State Department spokesman Sean McCormack criticized
Robertson's remarks as "inappropriate," but said Venezuela
"does not appear to have a sound legal basis for seeking
Robertson's extradition," Fox News reported Aug. 30.

Ann Coulter no longer to speak at Harding,
Conservative pundit Ann Coulter has been removed f'rom
the list of speakers for the Arnecican
·
Studies Institute's 2005-06 Distinguished
Lecture Series, the public relations
office announced last week.
·
The university has replaced Coulter
with Jose Maria Aznar, former president of Spain.
Aznar served as president from 19962004 and was known for sending troops
to Iraq despite popular opposition. He
is scheduled to speak Feb. 14.
• COULTER

Library launches new online tutorial
The Brackett Library launched "Trek," a new online
library tutorial, this fall. Trek contains six self-paced
modules teaching research and w1iting skills; each module
is designed to take 20 minutes to complete. Trek can be
accessed at http://quest.harding.~du/tiek/index.htm.

HU ranks in South 's top 25for12th year
Harding University was once again named one of the
best colleges in the South by U.S. News & World Report's
Aug. 22 America's Best Colleges issue.
Harding ranked 241.h in the top 25. The list included
Samford University, Loyola University, The Citadel and
James Madison University,
among others.
'W e are pleased to be listed
among America's best colleges
for the 12th consecutive year,"
President David Burks said in
a press release.
Burks said being named to
the list continues to help the ·
Harding experience.
'We are also very pleased to
continue to be listed among the
top 25 Southern universities,"
Burks said. "This is just one
more external measurement
that affirms the value of the Harding experience, and it
is an indication of Harding's reputation among colleges
in our region."
·

Students affected by Katrina to begin classes
Harding is offering educational assistance for students
from schools that were affected by Hurricane Katrina in
Lo~is'iana, Mississippi and Alabama.
The admissions office has agreed to work with students
to secure finan cial aid and housing for the semester.
Students affected by the hurrica ne will begin classes
Sept.12.

·

NEWS
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Katriria's wrath touches Harding students
Students share stories ofhope, loss
number served in one day before," Shock said.
Shock has been directing Red Cross media
relations for the past week, speaking to news
media like NPR, MSNBC and BBC, during which
time he has witnessed the human condition
firsthand in shelters.
"It is mind-boggling when you see it," Shock
said. ''You think, 'How would I feel if I were
forced to live in a gym with 100 people I don't
know?'
·
"These are people who are very uncertain
about their future. They don't know if their
friends are dead or alive. These people are at
their most vulnerable."
Shock said, as relief progresses, the Red Cross
will gradually close down northern
shelters and encourage the evacuees
to move toward home.
Shock warned against privately
providing supplies and service from a
long distance, because existing networks
of professionals can bypass health and
crime dangers and effectively work with
the population.
"Take a deep breath and think long term,"
Shock said. "It's too early right now. Health
hazards are too great - other security issues
are too great."
Shock thinks it would be a better idea to donate m oney or help out temporarily at churches
and shelters.
"Play with the kids, or wash the dishes or
bag up the sandwiches," Shock said.
Shock also warned the shelters may be out of
most Harding students' comfort zones, and that
helpers should be ready to analyze the needs of
every person who walks
AARON LANDRY/The Bison
through the door.
"It can be a very
sad place, but it can be
"Everyone's greatest need is prayer," Carter
strengthening,". Shock
said.' "I am a fum believer said. "There's only so much we can do. We need
in the triumph of the to leave a lot in God's hands."
Freshman Abigail Bedford, from Gretna, La.,
human spirit."
Several Harding in Jefferson Parish, said her family is fortunate
students are not only because they were in the process of moving
involved in relief efforts, before the storm hit.
but have themselves been
But she can't return to Jefferson Parish for
directly affected by the at least a month. Bedford said Oakwood Mall,
where she used to work as a teenager, was burnt
hurricane.
to
the ground by looters.
.
Freshman Megan
"It's been kind of diffieulit: because Heel
Carter, from Laplace, La.,
said she prayed for her guilty when I have fun.at Harding knowing that
house to be spared the everyone else in the New Orleans area and my
Sunday night before the .family are suffering," Bedford said.
Freshman John Pounders, from Baton
hurricane; her house is
the only one on its block Rouge, La., said that his. uncle, Jeff Poundleft undamaged by the ers, went missing for a day due to unusual
circumstances.
hurricane.
Pounders said that his uncle, who lived on
Carter plans to help
evacuees by providing the beach near Biloxi, Miss., decided to stay
- Marginal Effect
plankets, but the hur- through the hurricane to prevent the inevitable
ricane victims need looting of his house.
Minimal Effect
Pounders tied a ladder to a nearby tree,
more than just·physical
help. ·
which he was forced to climb when the flooding

CONTINUED from page 1
Gail Sexson, technology specialist for Alumni
and Parent Relations, and her husband, Steve,
traveled Sept. 1 to the church of Christ in Vancleave, Miss., 24 miles from Biloxi.
Sexson said they spent time strengthening and
encouraging their Christian brethren and scouting other churches for distribution sites.
Sexson said she discourages most travel to
the disaster areas.
"It's not smart for most people to go," Sexson
said. 'We felt obligated because [Steve] preached
there for 10 years, and many of the members
are young.in the faith."
Sexson said Vancleave had no communication
or electricity, but there were wellorganized sites providing essentials
like gas and water. The Sexsons
returned to Searcy Sept. 5.
"On the way home, I became
very emotional because we saw
hundreds of military vehicles and
relief trucks," Sexson said.
"We praise the Lord that people care. Those
people are in a state of shock - they've lost so
much."
Dr. Jack Shock, professor of communication
and four-year Red Cross public relations specialist, said the Red Cross's response to Katrina's
onslaught is the biggest the organization has
ever coordinated.
Shock said the Red Cross fed approximately
500,000 full meals· to evacuees in sh elters
Aug. 31 with help from the Southern Baptist
Convention.
"I don't remember ever seeing that high a

•
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PICTURES
Gene Dailey, of the American Red Cross, took these
pictures while serving in the Biloxi, Miss., area after
category five Hurricane Katrina hit Louisiana, Alabama
and Mississippi Aug. 29.
A bridge near Biloxi rests in shambles after Katrina
ripped across the Gulf of Mexico. Hurricane Katrina,
said to be the worst natural disaster in U.S..history left
more than 500,000 people homeless.
Rescue workers prepare a meal for evacuees in ·
Mississippi. Nearly 100,000 evacuees are expected to
fill the state of Arkasas, Gov. Mike Huckabee said.

became too severe.
As the eye of Katrina passed over the area,
Pounders realized his house was moving toward
him, Pounders said.
Pounders then jumped onto the roof of his
house and rode it to the interstate.
Covered in dirt and debris from the ride,
Pounders went to a Holiday Inn and got into
the hotel swimming pool to clean himself off.
Pounders said his uncle then realized he was
swimming with dolphins.
... Pounders said the dolphins were there
because the area zoos had evacuated their sea
mammals into nearby hotel pools.
Pounders said his uncle stayed that night at
the Holiday Inn, rented the last car at a nearby
Enterprise Rent-A-Car the next morning and
left to stay with Pounders' grandparents in
Hattiesburg, Miss.
The aftermath of the storm did more damage than the storm itself, and that Baton Rouge
was not prepared for the massive influx of
evacuees from New Orleans, Pounders said.
However, Pounders is glad of the help coming
from Searcy. a

Share your space, but live on your own.

All furnishings pictured aro from Wal·Mart.

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com ·and still afford tuition.

WAL*MART
ALWAY S LOW PRIC E S .

~·
Walmart.com
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Student Services welcomes new deans
JONATHAN PRINGLE
stuqent reporter

CHELSEA ROBERSONIThe Bison

Junior Manuel Tourlay produces TV16 broadcasted radio for KHCA in the Reynolds Center station.
The Department of Communication will launch a broadcasted radio station this year.

Radio station gets ready
Bureaucracy issues temporarily delay progress
property, the tower, getting all
the permits from the county,
the FCC and the [Federal
According to officials, the Aviation Administration],"
DepartmentofCommunica-· James said. "We are buildtion'splanstocreateHarding's ing in a flood plain, so you
first broadcasted radio station have to get permission to do
are underway, but because of that, and also raise the level
slower-than-expected steps of the ground. All of this has
in the process, the station to take place."
James sa:id the radio stawill be in commission later
than some had hoped.
tion will give professional
"Aug. 1 was our original opportunities to students in
date," Dr. Dutch Hoggatt, the communication departassociate professor of com- rhent.
muniC{ltjon,_said{'~-~ginal.
"The primary intent is
goa:f was'to.tr:Yfd-~~n before · .tQ give student s who are
football season becau~ we . interested in broadcasting
were already commit~d to , '·a. greater touch with what
· [airing] football games. ·
the media really is," James
'':rhesta&s~:is we'f~%o\¥ "r•said.
waiting-for the Fedecil Com-.·
James said the current
munications Comihission station is not regarded as
to issue· the construction . professional by students, and
permit," Hoggatt said. "All withthenewstation,students
ot~ ·
. .
..
· 'll be able to gain profesco
. -~-....~ · ·
na'J 'tath·e t tb'an amateur ·
ogga ·sruCl"oilre'the..coll-.... experience. 11oggatt said
struction permit is gn~nted, presently, broadcasts can only
the towermaybeordered, the be heard on 1V16 through
transmitter may be built and White County Cable.
broadcasting may begin.
"With the new station,
"As soon as the construe- we will have to step up to a
ti on permit is issued, it's higher level of sen-ice and
about a 60-90 day process of production," James said.
building the station," Hoggatt
Delays in the station's
said. "So, if the construction establishment have not
permit is issued Sept. 1, the disappointed students.
earliest we could be on would
"I'm not bummed," junior
be late October or early No- Emily Currie, a student in
the radio production and
vember."
Dr. MikeJames, chairman performanceclassthattrains
of the Department of Com- students in the art and workmunication, said the delay ings of radio, said. "I think
has nothing to do with a lack the people in Searcy are the
of funding.
ones who enjoy [Harding's
"In January, we didn't broadcasts] the most."
know about all the buying of
. Senior Heidi Hipp said
ANDREW LEEPER
student reporter

',>i

she sees the delay· as an opportunity.
"Ithinkitgivesmoretime
to the student DJs to prepare
and know what they're doing before it goes out to the
public," Hipp said.
Hoggatt said the programming for the new station will
include a mix of s,ooo song
selections from all eras and
places, including everything
from the 1920s through the
1970s to today. Hoggatt also
said, in addition to music,
there will also be programming consisting of elements
from television, movies and
comedy.
Hoggatt said the previous
call letters, KHCA, will be
dropped upon completion of
the new station, and the new
call letters will most likely be
KVHU.
"The call letters must be ·
•·ap):itoved by the FCC, so the
call letters are tentative at
this time," Hoggatt said.
Hoggattsaidthefrequency
will be 9s.3 FM, and the station will not target college
students, but professional,
affluent citizens over the age
of 35.
·
James said once the new
station hits the air, it will
multiply the potential listening audience from the current
3,600 to 36,000.
Hoggatt said the transmitte r will be located on
Highway 36 between Searcy
and Georgetown, producing a
signal that will extend outward
up to so miles, running from
Little Rock to just south of
Jonesboro. a

Harding University filled four
positions in Student Services
June 20 when Stuart Varner,
Sheri Shearin and Dr. Brian Bush
became associate and assistant
deans of students. Dr. David
Collins accepted a promotion
to assistant vice president and
dean of students.
"Harding is a mission field
for developing Christian~ and
the [deans] do everything possible to accomplish the Harding
mission," Bush said.
Bush said the deans feel blessed
to have such a significant role
in the enrichment of Harding
students, and they are asking for
a continuance of this mission.
Bush an<l Shearin, assistant
deans of students, manage
residential life, more than so
student organizations, Harding
University Dorm Cup, specific
health issues and individual
counseling.
Bush and Shearin said their
offices maintain an open-door
· policy, and they work directly
with residence life coordinators to
ensure equity across campus.
"We make every effort to
be at unity and peace, and to
do whatever we can to bring
students closer to each other .
and closer to God," Bush said.

COLLINS

BUSH

SHEARIN

"In my previous employment, I
have worked with a great deal
of peopJe who have made poor
choices and had to deal with the
consequences. Most of these
choices are made while you're
in college, and my goal is to help
students as they are [emerging
as adults]."
Bush said that before h e
was offered this opportunity,
he served as 'a criminal law
defense attorney in Norman,
Okla., and as a college minister
at his home congregation. He
said this experience prepared
him for his present occupation
in Student Services.
"There were so many things
that I cherished from my senior
year [at Harding]," Bush said.
"It is the relationships that are
formed here that make it such
an extraordinary place."
Shearin previously served at
Harding Academy for 18 years
and in Harding University's Music
department for two years.
.
"I believe in the moral, ethical
and spiritual values that Harding

VARNER

promotes and want to see them
continued so my grandchildren
can benefit from them," Shearin
said.
Stuart Varner, associate dean
of students, came from FreedHardeman University, where
he was dean of students:
"Every one of us has made
a conscious decision to serve
here," Varner sai.d. "One of my
goals is for every student to have
the most successful and positive
time possible."
Varner said he is responsible
for students living off campus,
ch a pel excu ses and chapel
exemptions. He also provides
assistance for Shearin, Bush
and Collins.
Collins expressed excitement
over the way the new Student
Services team has quickly come
together..
"Each new d ean b rings a
different set of experiences and
strengths that will help our team
make better decisions and better plans for the future," Collins
said. c

Fatal crashes prompt questions
LINDSAY LOWE
student reporter

More than 340 people died
and many were seriously injured
in_four fatal passenger plane
crashes during the month Of
August in.various regions around
the world.
This string of crashes has
left some air travelers feeling
uneasy and voicing concerns
about safety.
·
"It seems cr azy that [the
crashes have] been happening so
much," junior Hannah Gordon
said. "It makes it a little scary
to fly."
The Aug. 14 crash just north
of Athens, Greece, yielded no
survivors out of 121 people on
board, according to an Aug. 14
CNN.com article. Other recent
crashes, one in the Peruvian
jungle and another off the coast
of Sicily, resulted in noticeably
fewer deaths.
According to an Aug. 16 BBC
online article, the most destruc-

tive of the crashes occurred
safety is currently six times betAug. 16 when a plane traveling to ter than it was 2s years ago.
Harding has students repthe French Carribbean island of
Martinique crashed in western resenting all so states. as well
Venezuela. According to an Aug. as s2 other countries, ~o many
24 BBC story, all 160
must fly.
passengers and crew on "It seems crazy that Amongthese ~dents
[the crashes have]
board were killed.
is senior Mislia Kalhin.
Causes ofthe crashes been happening so from Belarus, who
are stillbeing investigat- much. It makes it a travels by plane seved; among contnbuting
eral times throughout
little scary to fly."
factors were reported
the year.
engine problems, sud"I fly quite, a bit,
HANN~~ ?OROON,
den changes in cabin
...and since I'm'doj.ng
1umor
pressure arid extreme - - - - - - ' international busiweather.
·
ness, that will involve
Though there are obvious risks more flying and a higher chance
involved, flying is often deemed to crash ,'' Kalhiil said. "Is it
one ofthe safest modes of travel. going to stop me from flying?
The BBC also cited figures from Probably not."
the International Civil Aviation
Senior Greg Russell, from
Organization showing that there California, said he has taken a ·
was only one fata l accident few trips by plane per year sin~
per two million flights during he began college.
'The crashes don't worry me,"
2004.
In the same story, David Russell said. "Of all the planes
Learmount, pperations and safety that fly, it's still a ridiculously
editor for Flight International low percent age of t hose t hat
magazine, said worldwide airline actually crash." c

Bible and Religion positions filled
· · continue to direct the CWM
and teach two classes this
semester. Cox will also travel
to Greece with HUG in the
Bruce McLarty, former
spring.
minister for College Church
Stockstill said he feels
of Christ, became vice presiposith:e about the new prodent for spiritual life and
motions.
dean of the College of Bible
"The most exciting thing
and ReligionAug. 15, replacin the job is to see the energy
ing former dean Dr. Tom .
that the changes have caused
Alexander, who returned to
in the department," Stockstill
teaching.
said.
Dr. Monte Cox, associate
' A member of the faculty
dean, and Dr. Dan Stockstill, McLARTY
since 1990, Stockstill said he
assistant to the dean, have
been appointed to work in how a dean should work with will oversee new approaches
. conjunction with McLarty. students. But McLarty said to resource management in
"I am very humbled by work started quickly, as he . the COBR as well as honing
the appointment," McLarty returned from HUG 10:30 technology and academic
•
said. "I am very thankful for p.m. Aug. 15, the night before scheduling.
Stockstill will also continue
., the trust [President David] his first day on the job.
McLarty said he will be teaching youth ministry and
Burks has placed in me and
for the opportunity to work the advocate for the COBR honors New Testament surwith the COBR as we move in university discussions and vey.
As Bible faculty adjust to
together into an exciting work with Cox on outlining
future."
the department's goals for the appointments of McLarty,
Cox and Stockstill, Shawn
McLarty said he traveled the next five years.
"[McLarty] and I will work Daggett, professor of miswith Harding University in
Greece this summer before together closely to include sions and new testament, said
h e returned to occupy his everyone in the COBR in car- the transition is bittersweet
rying out the vision that has for those close to Alexander
new position.
"It was fantastic," McLarty resulted from this process," and Dr. Duane Warden, who
served as deans until May.
said regarding the trip. "I Cox said.
"Change always brings
Cox directs the World
never imagined how much
the HUG sem ester would Missions Workshop and fear," Daggett said. "[But,]
serve as a training seminar Harding's Center for World change is also an opportunity
for me."
Missions . This year, Cox for renewal."
Daggett said he is excited
McLarty said h e went said he will coordinate the
to see the new energy in posito HUG as a teacher, but CO BR's academic affairs.
Cox a ls o s aid h e w ill tions ofleadership. a
became a student, learning
CAITLIN CHESTER
student reporter
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Popularity of Apple due in part to portable music

W

ith computers becoming an increasing part of each student's
life, the division between Mac
and PC users is widening. B.o th
Macs and PCs compete to bring
students news and entertainment and help
them in their schoolwork.
Junior Chris Worden, a coµiputer science major, described the
computer loyalty issue as "a
war on the streets between
people who love Macs and
people who love PCs."
Several students, however,
iPod S huffle $99 - $149
have observed that the firmly
iPod Mini $199 - $249
iPod N ano $199 - $ 249
established Microsoft army
IPod $299 - $399
iPod U 2 $329
seems to be losing troops to
the Apple computer camp.
Many attribute the
popularity of Macs to the
iPod as the item that has
given the anti-Gates crowd
a boost.
Junior computer science
major Jonathan Stinson said
he loves the convenience of
using an iPod to store his
favorite music.
"It's small, I can add or
remove music quickly and
easily, and it'll take a fair
amount of abuse and still
AARON LANDRY/The
Bison
,.
.
work," Stinson said.
And now, for a limited time, Apple is
offering students free iPod minis with
the purchase of certain Mac computers,
thereby capitalizing on iPod popularity
to sell iBooks.
MEGAN WHITTINGTON
student report!')r

..

,

Still, many PC owners wonder if the
potential perks are worth venturing into
the lesser-known terrain of Mac computers. Some students are answering yes.
Cronk cites the lack of Internet pop-ups
and virus threats as a pivotal reason for
Apple allegiance.
Cronk points out that Mac users do
not have to deal with those particular
problems yet, but that if Macs were to
become as popular as PCs, they would no
doubt be more of a target for those who
program spyware..
Apple has taken another step in making
the Internet more accessible. Mac users
are now on the leading edge of Internet
technology with AirPort Extreme, which
delivers the fastest wireless connection
available and comes standard on all Mac
portables.
AirPort Extreme is paired with Bluetooth
technology, allowing Mac users to connect
to the Internet, cell phones, PDAs and
other Bluetooth-enabled device~ within
a 30-foot radius, all without wires.
However, owners of older Macs and PCs
are catching up to the Bluetooth generation. Most computers of both types have
wireless capabilities, and now Harding is ·
utilizing this technology to bring students
better access to the Internet.
Many, buildings on campus are now
equipped wi~ wireless Internet. At last,
Mac and PC aficionados alike can sit in
the student center, enjoying wireless Internet on their computers of choice, and
a little high-spirited fellowship - all at
the same time. a

According to www.vunet.com, Apple
sales have exceeded expectations because
of strong demand for the iPod. Apple's
iTunes online musics.tore also contributes
to the iPod's popularity, since downloads
are playable on iPods and the whole system
is so easy to use, according to Walter S.
Mossberg of "The Mossberg Report:."
The sleek design of Macs also lends
appeal to iBooks and iPods. Keith Cronk,
vice president for Information Technology
Services, said the Microsoft and Apple
marketing techniques are different.
Macs are marketed more to individuals
than businesses. They appeal to students
and home users, and therefore the Apple
Corporation places more emphasis on their
computers being aesthetically pleasing
and compact.
Senior Emily Dubois points out the
visual appeal of Mac computers wins them
spots in movies and 1V shows, again giving them a publicity boost, which may be
increasing sales.
Some movies that have featured Macs
include "Batman and Robin," "Primary
Colors" and "Wag the Dog." Television
has also featured Macs in shows such as
"CSI: Crime Scene Investigation,""Angel"
and "Crossing Jordan."
However, the composed appearance
of Macs may account for a lack of faith
in them. Worden said he has a possible
answer.
"People do not believe that a Mac can
do the same things as an ugly behemoth
with wires flying everywhere," Worden
said. "These people are wrong."

AARON LANDRYrfhe Bison
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Senior Tim Pruitt reflects in the
art building Sept. 7. Pruitt, who suffers from a heart condition called
tachyarrhythmia, has decid~d to
use his struggles to tell the story of
Jesus.
CHELSEA ROBERSONIThe Bison

to

NATALIE LOLLIS
student reporter

"I've always not
wanted to be
known as that
(guy] with the
pacemaker. I just
want to be known
as someone who's
grown spiritually."

TIM PRUITT
senior
I

I

Student proves himselfa survivor

n a chapel <ession dming
"Struggles of the Faith"
Week in Spring 2005, many
students became familiar
with the story of senior Tim
Pruitt Pruitt's story has touched
the hearts of those around him,
whether incoming freshmen or
long-time friends such as senior
Nathaniel Barnett, Pruitt's roommate of three years.
Through blackouts, seizures
and heart attacks, Pruitt said
he has pushed on in life so others can hear his message and
· unde.rstand that struggling can,
in fact, make one stronger.
As a freshman in 2001, Pruitt
had~dy been diagnosed with
mitral valve prolapse, a condition
which disturbs blood flow out
of the heart, due to the mitral
valve flaps being too large and
improperly closing.
In October ofthat year; Pruitt
was on the steps of the student
center when he experienced
what was thought to be an
anxiety attack.
In January of 2002, Pruitt
was diagnosed with tachyarrhythmia, an abnormally fast
heartbeat. His doctors discovered the "anxiety attack" had
actually been the first of three
heart attacks. Doctors said two
weeks after his fust heart attack
in October 2001, Pruitt had a
second one. After that he spent
a significant amount of time
going to hospitals in Houston
for tests.
"Through all that, a lot of
questioning was going on, because
I didn't know what was going
on or what God had planned
for me," Pruitt said. "And I just
got really scared, and I started
reading my Bible more."
In the fall of 2002, Pruitt was
climbing the stairs in his dorm
and became dizzy. He went to

his room and soon stopped
breathing.
· "I looked at the clock, and
two minutes had passed, and
I still wasn't breathing," Pruitt
said. "So I started praying. 'If
this is how God's going to take
me,' [I thought,] 'then I want to
do it praying.' "
Luckily, Pruitt's friend John
Sullivan, now assistant director of admissions, came in and
lifted him up. Pruitt's heart
stopped beating for more than
20 seconds.
'That was probablythe scariest [attack] because I remember
most of it," Pruitt said. " I was
therewhenmybreathingstopped,
and I could feel the people beating on my chest trying to bring
me back."
During Thanksgiving 2002,
doctors gave Pruitt less than
seven months to live. He decided
to go home that Christmas to
be with his family indefinitely.
This gave him a chance to build
a stronger relationship with his
father.
"We knew we loved each
other, but it was never one of
those father/son relationships
like you see in Hallmark commercials," Pruittsaid. 'Wewent
on a father/son retreat, and
we hugged for the first time in
like four years. It was just the
most amazing thing ever just
to know that my dad was there
for me and that he wasn't going
to leave me."
'We grew closer with a blood
bond, but more importantly, a
spiritual bond."
The results of Pruitt's heart
surgery were not as effective as
his doctors and family had hoped.
Later the doctors offered a new
suggestion. On April 15, two days
after Pruitt's 20th birthday, he
underwent surgery to implant

a pacemaker. This procedure
was especially difficult for him
because he woke up before he
had been stapled completely.
After that struggle, he said he
immediately felt both physical
and spiritual change on the
recovery table.
"I could feel blood rushing
through my entire body," Pruitt
said. "I felt more alive."
Pruitt returned to Harding for
Spring Sing in 2003 so that his
friends would be reassured ofhis
recovery. During the summer of
2003, his weight climbed back
up to 150 pounds from the 110
pounds he had weighed during
his illness.
When he was finhlly able to
return to school in the fall of2003,
Pruitt changed his major from
missons to child life. He said he
wants to work with terminally
ill children in hospitals.
"What better place to work
than where I spent most of my
time?" he said.
Upon returning to school fall
2004, he was welcomed back
by friends and faculty alike. He
realized that his purpose was
to share his story, whether he
touch~d hundreds or only one
person.
"It was great, because I got
to see friends [whom] I never
thought I would see again,'' Pruitt
said. "And they welcomed me
back with open arms and open
hearts."
Pruitt and Barnett decided
to room together. They live off
campus now, and Barnett is
Pruitt's caregiver.
"I don't look at it like I'm
taking care of him or anything,"
Barnett said. "He's perfectly
fine in my mind.,I know that he
would tell me when something's
coming on.
"He fe~ls hours, if not days,

before if a seizure is coming
on."
After his pacemaker surgery,
doctors only gave Pruitt one year
to live. He has surpassed that by
two years now and has not had
a seizure or serious blackout
since June. Doctors have since
given a few more years to live
than originally thoughl
Sullivan said that he admires
Pruitt's drive.
"He's a strong guy, even ifhis
[physical] heart doesn't show it,"
Sullivan said.
Pruittsaid his
family and faith
have been his
.lifeblood through
his struggles.
"God was my
biggest support,
because my parents couldn't be
there when I was
trying to go to
bed at night and
I stopped breath~
CHELSEA ROBERSON/The Bison
ing," Pruitt said.
Seniors Eli Clem and Nathaniel Bar'The onlyperson
nett stand with senior Tim Pruitt at the
I had there with
TNT Blue Banquet in May 2005. Pruitt
me was God,
so that's who I relied on friends and family for support
during his struggles.
would talk to."
Pruitt said
his favorite Bible verse is Isaiah
25:1. "Oh Lord, you are my God:
I will exalt you and praise your
name, for in perfect faithfulness
you have done marvelous things,
things planned long ago.''
Pruitt's message to those going through hard times is that
prayer can do amazing things,
no matter how big or small the
problem is. He said prayer helped
him to grow closer to his family
and appreciate everything he
had in life.
"I just want to be.known as
someone who's grown spiritually," he said. a
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Wal-Mart, country artist partner
Garth Brooks' music to be sold at only one retailer
ANNA CLINE
student reporter
After ending a 16-year relationship with Capitol Records,
country singer Garth Brooks
has signed a contract with
Wal-Mart to sell his music exclusively from their stores. He
is the first artist to sell all of his
albums from just one retailer.
Others have utilized exclusive
store promotions, but only for
a certain period of time.
According to the Los Angeles
Times, other stores that have
sold Brooks' music in the past
will sell out what they have in
stock and then no longer carry
his albums. Small business music
distributors argue that since
overall sales have declined in
recent years, it would be even
more damaging for the music
industry ifthis were to become
a rising fad for artists.
Because Wal-Mart is the
world's largest retailer, Brooks'
decision is being questioned
based on its consequences for
smaller businesses.

"I think him selling his CDs
at Wal-Mart is going to encourage the store's dominance over
small businesses
like Sam Goody's,"
sophomoreAndrew
Fraser said.
However, the
threat Wal-Mart
could pose to small
businessesisnotthe
only reason people
are wary cifBrooks'
decision.
"As much of a supporter of
America as Brooks is I don't
understand why he would sell
exclusively from a corporation
that hurts American business.
They get all their products from
China, and American companies
can't compete," freshman Dylan
Pyeatt said.
The new contract is thought
to be an intelligent business
movie, despite suspicions of
Brooks' morals and Wal-Mart's
motives.
"I would assume that it will
do him very well," freshman
Becky Hunter said. ''Whenever

something is brought back or
done the first time it .helps
sales, and [Wal-Mart] sell[s]
stuff for cheap, so
people could buy
them as gifts."
Brooks holds
the record for the
two best-selling
countiyalbums ever,
according to www.
rougbstock.oom "No
Fences," released in
1990, sold more than
16 million copies, and "Ropin'
the Wmd," released in 1991, sold
more than 14 million copies.
Brooks' most recent album,
"Scarecrow," released in 2001,
sold 2.9 millio~ copies.
Although Wal-Mart is expected
to do valuable business with
Brooks' past albums in boxed
sets and previously unreleased
material, they will not be selling any new CDs by Brooks.
The country singer announced
to his fans that he will not be
recording or performing until
2015, when his daughter will
graduate from high school.

CHELSEA ROBERSONffhe Bison

Lifehouse frontman Jason Wade entertains a sold-out crowd of more than 3,000 fans in the Benson Auditorium
Aug. 25 for a Campus Activities Board-sponsored activity. Lifehouse's self-titled album recently released includes
the hit single "You and Me."
·

ON CAMPUS
Sept. 9: Alli Rogers, 8 p.m., Benson
Sept. 10: "Mr. and Mrs. Smith," 7 and 9 p.m., Benson
Sept.15th-17th: "Asleep on the Wind," 7 p.m.
each night, Little Theatre

Lifehouse rocks on

ALLTEL ARENA, Little Rock
www.alltelarena.com
Sept. 12: WWE: World Wrestling Entertainment
Sept. 23: Motley Crue
ORPHEUM, Memphis
www.orpheum-memphis.com
Sept. 9: "Gone with the Wind"
Sept. 10: Lyle Lovett
Sept. 13-18: "Doctor Dolittle"

CoLLeee r,s,
6x:pevavs~ve. ••

Band's talent still evident in third album

E

ven though they've been
out of the picture for a
few years and perhaps
had a rough (possibly
overlooked) sophomore
album, Lifehouse still has
what the music lover craves
- talent.
In the past few years, our
beloved record labels have
managed to produce a couple
of one-trick ponies with studio
effects.
You know who they are;
these are the artists who one
day pop up on the Top 10 list
on VH1 singing a catchy song
penned with someone else's ink,
and you don't see them again
until the premiere of VH1's
"Top 100 Awesomely Bad One
Hit Wonders."
With the release oftheir third,
self-titled album, Lifehouse
brings back the excitement of
their lyric-driven debut album
"No Name Face" (Dreamworks,
2000). Overall, the sound of
the new release is much softer
than its predecessors, but fear
not, ye lovers of rock.
Tracks like "Days Go By"
and "We'll Never Know" should
fulfill your head-bobbing needs,
while "Blind," "Walking Away''
and "Come Back Down" will tug
at your emotions.
I will admit I tend to find
myself hitting the repeat button for the flighty melodies of
,

DUSTIN VYERS

Guest

Column
I haven't seen lines
that long since ...
'Finding Nemo.'

the first time a concert in the'
Benson Auditorium has been
sold as general admission seating, .and I haven't.seen lines that
long since the CAB's showing of
"Finding Nemo" a few years ago.
I want to thank the student body
for their patience and positive
attitudes as the CAB worked to
get everyone in.
If you are a fan of girls and
their guitars, then you will
definitely not want to miss
singer/songwriter Alli Rogers
perform tonight in the Benson.
The show starts at 8 p.m., and
tickets are $2 or free with the
Pass.
•Later in the semester you can
look forward to concerts from
Chapter 6, an a cappella group,
and Andy Davis, a singer/songwriter who has been described
as "an unplugged Whiskeytownera Ryan Adams crossed with
a latter-day Billy J oel, without
the self-destructive tendencies
of either," according to www.
andydavisonline.com.
For more information regarding CAB-sponsored events
and movies, check the dates on
the activities calendar, visit the
Campus Life tab in Pipeline or
email questions to thecab @
harding.edu. a ·

"Chapter One."
Students had the opportunity
to hear Lifehouse perform a
90-ininute set during the first
week activities, sponsored by
the Campus Activities Board.
The band opened the set With
a few songs off the new album
to a screaming crowd of more
than3,ooo.
In the spirit of "saving the
best for last," lead singer Jason
Wade made his way back to
the stage for an.encore performance of "Storm," one of the
most personal - and possibly
moving - songs that Wade has
written.
Afterwards, the band joined
Wade to sing the much-anticipated "You and Me" and
"Hanging By a Moment," the
latter of which was the most
played song in 2001, according DUSTIN VYERS is the director of student
to www.vhi.com. ·
life. He may be contactedat dvyers@
In my experience, this was haraing.edu or 279-4106.
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Harding University exists.
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tives, welcoming letters to the
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and professional standards
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Signed columns appearing in the Bison are the
views of the writer and may
not reflect the official policy
of the Harding University
administration. Unsigned
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"What's your CHRIS KNIPPLE
problem?"
"Geez!"
"Can you
bring me my chapstick?"
"What are you gonna do·
today?"
when people quote it.
"Whatever I want to!
The truth is that too many
Gosh!"
people
have begun to recite
It seems like everyone is
'this
movie.
It has lost the
quoting Napoleon these days,
charm
that
endeared it to so
and sometimes it gets a little
many
people.
People should
annoying. Every day while
just
stop
quoting it; its
walking through the
popularity has lasted
student center
This movie far. There are simply
- or anywhere
has be- too many people who
else for that
come
so use its lines in a vain .
matter -you1l
likely hear the
popular in attempt to be funny.
Just leave it
words and
pop cul- Gosh!
alone! ·
phrases "gosh,"
ture that
Most of the lines
"geez," "sweet,"
in this movie were
"practicing some
seem to actually used in daily
dance moves,"
life before the film
"I went hunting
avoid it. debuted.
That's what
wolverines in
makes it so ironic.
Alaska with my
We can no longer ·
cousin" or any othe.say
our
simple
words and
such gems. This movie has
phrases
without
having them
become so popular in pop
unavoidably
associated
with
culture that we can't seem to
the movie.
avoid it.
No one likes having
But for some of tis, this
something special taken away
movie has been ruined by the
from them; everyone should
overwhelming numbers of
let a good movie alone.
people quoting it incessantly.
That
would be amazing.
It has ceased to be something
to enjoy and has become
Ol!IS KNfflf isa turacxirmistcm may
something to put up with
be contacted at cknipple@harding.edu.

.Carpooling's good, but cows are better

W

~~J~t~~~~each

AARON RUSHTON

a record high of
7 bajillion dollars
per gallon by the
end of this year, Americans
all over the country are
asking, "What can I do to
The problem is not that gas
save money on gas?"
The problem is not that
and other petroleum products
gas and other petroleum
are becoming rare~-er; it's just
products are becoming
that gas suddenly became very
rarer-er; it's just that gas
collectible.
suddenly became very
collectible. Just as Furbies,
Tickle-Me Elmo, Ty
store, but why don't I get
Beanie Babies, Tamagotchi
something else done while
virtual pets, pogs and slap
I'm at it? I'm hoping to drive
bracelets were all the crazes
to Palo Alto, Calif., for spring
of yestecyear, so gas has
-iPrn.a k; ~iAce .~:m already·in
become today.
1- ~·
._ · - • Little Rock, it d be a waste of
Soccer moms acro ss the··:·"'' ~as to' d'o'aifthe driving back
country (football moms in
to Searcy, since that's the
other parts of the w:orld)
direction I came from, not
have become obsessed. with
the direction I want to go.
· this latest trend, paying
To conserve gas, consolidate
sometimes upwards of so
trips; never make three if you
dollars just for a tank of gas.
can make just on~.
' They'll use it once, maybe
Along that same line
take it around town to show
of thinking, I heartily
their friends, and then it will
recommend carpooling. If
be remembered by nothing
you and a "special someone"
more than a scrawl in the
are going to Little Rock for
checkbook.
a romantic evening out, find
But soon·enough the crazy another dating couple and
fad-hoppers will realize gas
give them a ride. Even if you
isn't really ever going to get
don't know anybody who
them anywhere in life. But
wants to get in your smelly
what to do in the meantime,
car and mess up their hair
while demand is still
on nasty, sagging upholstery,
skyrocketing due to short-·
hit them over.the head with
sighted collectors?
a tire iron and throw them
For starters, don't drive
in the back seat anyway.
anywhere unless you're
Having more people in the
planning on getting more
car improves gas mileage. Or
than one thing done. For
something.
example, I could simply
There are also options
drive to Little Rock each
that don't involve gas at all.
week to go to the comic book
Did you know that horses do

not require any gas to run at
maximum efficiency? Now,
horses are apparently pretty
expensive. Not like brand-·
new-car expensive, but still.
So my alternative suggestion
is easy: cattle. They run on
grass and can hold plenty
more people than horses.
Think of them as natural
SUVs. Except my Suburban
doesn't make milk.
If riding a cow isn't your
cup of tea, there are other
methods of transportation
simply waiting to be explored
and exploited by the too-lazyto-walk-to-Memphis masses.
Ac;cording to soµie web site
I found, the U.S. Army once
did a bunch of tests back in
the early '6os where they tried
to fire rockets into space from
really big guns. It didn't work
too well as far as the space
thing goes, but you could
still be a human cannonball.
· Have you seen how cheap
gunpowder is these days?
And what about rocket
bikes? Or speed vitamins? Or
wearing a pair of roller skates
with a battery-powered fan
on your back blowing into a
rudimentary sail fashioned
from a few sticks and some
construction paper? You may
be thinking "Hey, Aaron,
weren't these all gimmicks
used by Wtle E. Coyote to try
to catch the Road Runner,
and didn't he always fail
miserably and cause terrible
pain and harm to his body?"
Well, yeah! But here's the big
difference: He's a cartoon.
AARON RUSHTON is a humor columnist and
may be contacted at AaronRushton@
gmail.com.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
LITTER POLICY
The Bison welcoipes your views
on issues of interest to the Harding
community. Letters to the editor
from students,
faculty, administrators and the
Searcy community
are encouraged.
Letters must be
signed, contain
a phone number
for verification
and be no more
than 300 words in
length. 1'.he Bison
reserves the right
to edit letters for
style, clarity and
brevity.
Letters to the
editor may be
submitted to HU
Box 11192 or thebison@harding.
edu.

ASI cancellation sparks thoughts
I have been part of the American Studies Institute for f?ur
years now, and when I heard Ann Coulter was to speak this
spring, I was very excited.
.
. .
.
. .
Coulter is truly gifted. She is brilliant m Constitutional
matters, is a noted author and columnist, and frankly stands
alone when it comes to one-on-one debat~. So, you can
imagine my disappointment upon hearing she is no longer
welcome here.
I believe we as Harding students deserved to hear from
this woman who has been so successful in her field and who
has such an active rqle in shaping politics today. Her methods are far from politically correct, but it is refreshing to hear
someone who is unafraid to voice her beliefs amid mounting
liberalism and moderatism.
Perhaps her beliefs aren't shared by all at this school, but
that didn't stop us from bringing Gorbachev an~ Wesley .
Clark. The sad thing is that most of those bloggmg alumm,
who so adamantly opposed Coulter, have probably never
even heard or read her work. Regardless, if you really oppose
someone that much, the answer is simple: Don't go hear them
speak.
.
It is embarrassing that Harding invited, publicized, and
finally un-invited Coulter. How could anyone schedule
someone like her to speak without knowing what they were
getting? I think it's backpedaling, plain and simple, in the
face of dissent by a few Harding bloggers, and it points to a
growing trend.
There seems to be a shift to the middle, by some, in an
effort to avoid being too politically conservative, or even
worse, Republican. What is backwar?s is that these fe~ ~e
wielding all of the power, and when it comes down to it, Im
afraid that Harding will begin losing supporters from the
majority, and that will really hurt.

Zachary Cheatham, senior

Little mentionings of~¢~·...~~
Friends, family forget to tell lessons
, ;

n

.•

\,

ee years at college
·
.)..
ave taught me several
BETHANY LAM
things my friends,
amily and casual
quaintances forgot
to mention. Here are a
•
.
few personal favorites, all
somehow (unfortunately)
-~Beiliany]ustpai'd fo£.tc?q,. l ,,tt"'
based on my own experience: sixteen hours of credit. ·That '
1. "Free" = "you have my
means she now has sixteen 1 ' iI
attention." "Free.food" .= "I'll extra hours in her day that · 5
be there; what time does it
I can use exclusively for my
start?"
class."
2. Having an oven in
15.You will spend hourS' >' · ·~
the dorm is nice. Having a
and hours working on a · :· c
temperature knob on that
masterpiece of a paper-and ·
oven is even nicer.
then the professor won't read ":
3. Lots of pizza places
it.
.'.:'
and other restaurants offer
16. You will slack off on ·" r
(unadvertised) campus
~paper, since the professor ·
discounts. Ask before you
won't readJt·anyWay- and'
"
pay.
then she1l read it. • '• . .
,.,
4. Be nice to cafeteria
17. Some professors don't ·· ...
workers. Someday, you
like students to use dashes
might be one of them.
in their writing. Soine do.;1
!'l.
5. To win friends and
There's no way to tell the 1 ' 1:
influence people, keep a
difference, so just hop'e tJ;iaf ' .fi
steady supply of chocolate
your first Writing assigft~~m:t ::I
in your room.
in that dass isn1t · · · · ;t
Overnight, your
/ d
worth
much.
·
The chances
place will become
18. Freshmen often
of a major
both a popular
wonder why they don't
Internet or see many juniors and
hangout and a
computer seniors. It's not that
counseling center.
6 . New black
failure triple college makes people
pants + dryer + too
every time antisocial; it's that
much heat = new
you have a upperclassmen have
dark brown pants.
learned to hang out in
last-minute the library with their
7.Contraryto
popular belief,
paper due., homework.
i
afterµoon naptime
19. Fire drills are
does not end in
never convenient.
kindergarten.
· 20. Plasti-tak and
8. Every item of clothing is aluminum .foil: second only
a fashion statement waiting
to duct tape in coolness and
to be' made.
versatility.
9. Don't wait until your
21. Bizarre things happen
last pair of underwear before
at the worst moments (your
you do laundry. Either you
computer invents a new fatal
won't have time to do it, or
error on page five of your
the dryers will be full. Or
unsaved research paper,
both.
-etc.). You can choose one of
10. Take your shower
two responses:.,(1) raise your
early. The dorm runs out of
blood pressure or (2) treat it
hot water at 8:13 a.m.
all as a-weird adventure. ·
11. Never say, "Oh, the
22. Make friends with
professor/ coach/band
computer majors. This is
director/college president
especially important if you
wouldn't do that to us"
didn't buy the extended
- unless, of course, you want warranty for your computer.
him to.
23. Buy the extended
12. Always, always, always warranty for your computer.
back up your computer files.
24. You can be involved
Hard drives crash without
in a Bible study every night
warning or provocation.
of the week, but nothing
13. The chances of a major replaces one-on-one time
Internet or computer failure
with God.
triple every time you have a
25. Treasure your time
last-minute paper due.
as a single. You might
14. You only have
never enjoy this level of
twenty-four hours in your
independence again.
day. Unfortunately, few
professors recognize this.
BETHANY LAM is the copy editor for the
I think their reasoning
Bison. She may be reached at bllam@
harding.edu or 279-4696.
goes something like this:
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An opportunity?
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REBECCA KING

The King's
Court

Assassif'!ation ofthe dange.rous and powerfu.l
OUR VIEW
RobertsGn's
suggestion
that the
United States
assassinate
Chavez
bypasses the
real issue of
the role of the

Christian in an
evil world.

·

Recently Pat Robertson, a well-known
televangelist, said on national television
that the United States ought to assassinate
Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez before
we have to go to war against him.
Difficulties arise on either side of the issue. Conventional wisdom looks back on
Hitler and Stalin and says, ''Yes, millions of
lives could have been saved if we had only
had the foresight to kill those men before
they rose to power. Perhaps we should kill
Cha:vez while we have the chance."
The Campus Activities Board showed
"Life Is Beautiful" two weekends ago, and
we couldn't help but shudder at the atrocities brought by one man against a population of fathers and baby boys who happened to belong to the unfortunate race.
To have those six million lives back would
have colored world history much differently. Who knows what love and talent we
lost because of our disbelief of Hitler? Who
knows what love and talent we may lose
now?
On the other hand, we cannot assume
that we can predict Chavez's actions. As
humans, we confront the awareness that
things are not as they seem. We deal in fallibility and blindness, as if we were trying
to navigate a funhouse with our left eyes
duct-taped shut and our right feet strapped
into 40-pound lead shoes.
We walk into mirrors; we fall through
trapdoors; we forget what we look like and
sit down for a desperate cry. Throughout
our history we have killed many good men,
visionaries and prophets by our lack of
understanding. Eerily, Robertson's words
against Chavez echo the words of the high

ASUwriter
overheated

priest Caiaphas against the Son of God: "It
is better for you that one man die for the
people than that the whole nation perish"
(John 11:50 NIV).
Which is not to imply that Chavez is a
good man or a prophet or the Son of God; it
is instead merely to point out that humans
don't know everything. We make our moves
as wisely as we can but forget to consider
all the factors, and we convince ourselves
that we act "objectively" or "to everyone's
best interests," by which we mean that our
actions function flawlessly within our own
biases and blinders.
As Christians, however, we continually
strain against those biases and blinders
and seek a higher standard, part of which
includes a lavish, sustained invitation to
God's grace for those who wish it. We believe in the possibility of change and the
ultimate victory of righteousness over selfsatisfaction.
Our question is not primarily whether or
not Robertson was correct in his statement
against Chavez; our question is rather one
of the role of the Christian in an evil world.
The Christian is one who follows Jesus
without pride, thought of self-glorification
or consideration of the wisdom of the world,
who follows Jesus directly to the cross. It is
not for the Christian to point to others and
say, "You must die." Instead he points to
himself and says, "I will die."
OUR VIEW will appear in the Bison throughout the year as
the staff editorial. The staff editorial reflects the opinion
on the entire Bison staff and is not written by any one
staff member. Contact the staff at thebison@harding.
edu.

SA President challenges HU to 'Share the Well'
A Harding education delivers much more than a diploma

I

came to campus an eager
freshman, expecting to acquire many things: a Christian
education, friends who last a
lifetime, a beautiful Christian
wife. Especially-$e·beautiful wife.
However, as we are well aware,
life is not always exactly what we
expect.
As the fall semester of my
freshman year continued I began
to realize that I was in fact acquiring a few unexpected things.
For instance, I amassed quite a
number of skips in my first 8 a.m.
class. My professor for college
algebra - having good intentions,
I am sure - mentioned that if we
maintained a B average we did
not necessarily have to be in class
everyday.
As soon as I was sure I was in
A range I began missing class. .
Eighteen skips later, my grades on
a downward curve, I realized the
error of my ways. I swore never to
take an 8 a.m. class again. And I
haven't.

JOSH BUNDY

SA

·Pr1!sident
My attempts at getting
everything I wanted out of
Harding have failed, but
everything I wanted has been
shared with me.
· Having settled my attendance
deficiency, I moved confidently
through freshman year.
Feeling :financially free for the
first time, I turned my attention
to spending ridiculous amounts of
DCB on sodas and chicken biscuits.
It's funny how the feeling of
freedom lessened when I had to
call home fot extra cash. It wasn't
funny how the feeling vanished

completely when I saw the first
statement of my newly acquired
loans. Ouch.
I learned a few lessons about
the economics of Harding University.
·1 '
~ •..i,
' ,
For example, because it.is '
rather hard to find quarters for
laundry, one should keep a large
stash of extra clothes - especially
T-shirts - on hand. My acquisition of T-shirts began on Day One
of Student Impact and continues
to grow; yesterday I bought a
Stampede shirt. Shirts multiply
faster than rabbits. I even know of
one freshman who, unaware his
needs would be met, went out and
spent $so to buy 60 thrift store
T-shirts. No joke.
Coming back to campus, eager
for senior year to begin, my expectations.have turned to experience.
It is true I have received an
education with a Christian foundation, but not through my own
efforts. It was passed on to me by
professors who live like Christ.

I do have friends who will last
for the rest of my life, but only
because they gave themselves to
be friends. I don't have a beautiful
Ch.ristian wife. .stink.
Something trbly unanticipated,
however, has happened to me in a
few short years here at Harding.
Something that, to me as a
freshman, was unimaginable. My
attempts at getting everything I
wanted out of Harding have failed,
but everything I wanted ha8 been
shared with me.
Nothing can be taken here, but
we have an opportunity to share in
everything good. Not everything
has happened as I expected, but
most of what has happened has
come out well in the end.
Maybe they weren't lying to me
when they said that Harding is
what you make of it.
Share the well.

JOSH BUNDY is this year's Student Association president. He may be contacted at
279-4090 or at jcbundy@harding.edu.
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The online version of the
Bison has always been
a great source for easilyaccessed campus information
and detailed news archives,
but this year ·we're going a
step further by adding polls
and sections for readers to
post comments, questions
and letters to the editor. You
can have an active role in the
development of the Bison's
far-reaching voice by giving
us your input. Look for more
information in our next issue .
and on our Web site.
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havez was attacked.by Robertson. Bush was attacked by
Sheehan.
·
(
And Harding University
has now been attacked by a
columnist for the Arizona State University online daily publication The
ASU Web Devil.
.
Stephanie Berger, an ASU junior
pursuing journalism, wrote a scathing opinion aimed at the morality
and rules of Harding while saying
she wanted to make it clear that she
"completely respects" any student
here.
I'm a fairly intelligent person,
and the only thlng clear to me was
a complete lack of respect for the
morals on which our university is
founded. But that's just me.
Berger points out that drinking,
use of tobacco products, social dancing and inappropriate clothing are
prohibited at Harding. Apparently,
she sees this as a great offense to liberty. I see it as a relief. I have attended a public state school and been in
classes with people who were buzzed
and half-naked; it was not a pleasant
experience.
Berger also noted negatively that
class and chapel attendance were
mandatory at Harding, unlike at
ASU, where the only punishment
might be "plummeting grades."
Considering that the vast majority
of students (or their parents) pay
for an actual education, I see no
problem with having consequences
f01; never coming to class; it tells me
that we have a faculty and staff who
care about our future.
As far as relationships go, Berger
seems to equate emotional support
with sex and porn, which Harding
forbids. My :fiance and I have been
..Lsid~lby side since we first attended
Harding; never have we felt the need
to resort to Berger's view of "emotional support." But perhaps some
people can't imagine a relationship
without it. How sad. ·
Farther down in Berger's article
(which can be accessed at www.state
press.com/issues/2005/08/ 23/
opinions), she jokes about ASU's
"crumbling buildings." At Harding,
we have a campus that is constantly
improving. We can afford renovations and improvements because
generous ~upport pours in from
alumni and others who love Harding
and its ideology.
Every year, more students grow to
love Harding as well; our university
boasts an impressive 78.4 percent
retention rate, with increases in both
undergraduate and graduate enrollment.
As I close, I would like to comment on one of Berger's closing
statements:
"ASU has a lot to offer, including freedom. Not just freedom from
adult supervision, but freedom to
speak your mind, to wear whatever
you want and to come and go as you
please."
Now, I am not sure why Berger
is going to college, but for many
at Harding, we attend school to
prepare for our future. And in the
future, when we get a real job in
the real world,, we will have adult
supervision, we can't say or wear
whatever we want, and we certainly
can't come and go as we please.
Harding University and its faculty
enable students to be capable, upstanding workers. Other schools can
have sex, porn and alcohol. We'll
take our education, please. c

REBlCCA KING serves as the editor-in-chief for
the 2005-2006 Bison, She may be contacted
at rking@harding.edu or at 279-4471.
Editor's Note:
Greetings from the Bison. I'd like to
take a few moments to point out some of
the additions to the newspaper this year.
As you have by now noticed, we have
grown from tabloid size to broadsheet.
Now the Bison will be able to run larger
photos and text that is a little easier on
the eyes. Another change is the addition
of the "Faculty Voice" column, a weekly
commentary on current events written by
various faculty members.
And for all our social clubs, we will
be spptlighting two clubs every week in
our "Club Hub" section - don't forget to
submit your club as a club of the week.
Be sure to keep an eye out for other
changes as this semester gets underway.
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Bisons hit ground running
Football team offto 2-0 start to.prepare for conference play
information director, said.
When Harding -and Southwest
All 65 Harding players who went Baptist met Aug. 28, 2004, the
to Southwest Baptist were able to Bisons won 17-10.
TheHardingfootballteamstomped contribute to the Aug. 27 game,
The senior-led defense also ·
to a 2-0 standing in non-conference Tribble said.
helped capture a win
gamestokickofftheseason.
"They are all "Winning the season Sept. 3againstMissour.i
The Bisons triumphed in the out there working,
opener was a
Southern.
season opener Aug.27 at Southwest and for the younger
tremendous ·
Senior Scott Dutile,
motivator for the
with 10:45 left in the
Baptist 47-17; the first game at First ones to get in the
Security Stadium was a 45-27victory game is a positive
players and helped first quarter, recovered
set the tone for the afumbleintheendwne
fortheBisonsoverMissouriSouthem thing," Tribblesaid.
Sept. 3.
"Now everything
season."
afteraMissouriSouthern
Harding is cur- in practice means
blocked punt.
rentlyrankedseventh that much more
RANDY TRIBBLE
SeniorAdamLybrand
out of 12 in the GSC because they have
HEAD FOOTBALL COACH
scored two touchdowns
and assisted the Bisons
coaches poll.
experienced it."
Officially, the
Theo:ffensehada
with 74 rushing yards
team will not be total of 467yards against Southwest while complet!ing 11of14 passes.
rankeduntilanother Baptist, rushing 40 times for 190
Harding stopped the Lions with
TRIBBLE
game is played.
yards and completing 13 passes for · a total of 34 rushing yards on 26
"Winning the 277 yards.
carries while the Bisons rushed 175
season opener was a tremendous
Offensive playing was a weakness yards on 44 carries.
motivator for the players and helped the Bisons faced last year, Tribble
Senior kicker Ber:i Davis, who had
set the tone for the season," head said.
a career-long 37-yard field goal in
coach Randy Tribble said.
"I really feel like we are coming the Aug. 27 game, said the team has
Senior Reid Smith is back this around running the ball," Tribble strong members at each position.
season after being medically red- . said.
"We have a lot of depth," Davis
1
shirted in 2004 when he suffered a
"We ran the ball well the first week," said.
footinjucyagainstSouthwestBaptist he said. "Thatissomethingwereally
"Every position.has first and
in the season opener.
emphasized early in the preseason. second strings that are very close to
With one minute and 39 seconds That emphasis was displayed some each other," Davis said. "If somebody
left in the first quarter of the Aug. 27 in that game."
gets hurt then everybody feels real
game, Smith caught a pass andran · · Junior Kyle Wess was moved confidentthattherewillbesomeone
50 yards for a·touchdown.
in the offseason from fullback to else that will step up, and that is very
Healsoscoredinthethirdquarter tailback and then to starting run- important."
on a 6-yard pass.
ning back.
The Bisons play at the University
CHELSEA ROBERSONfThe BiOOl1
"It looked like the Reid Smith
Wess had 27 yards going into of West Georgia in the season's
Senior Jeremy Fairrow is taken down after intercepting a pass during the Sept. 3 45-27 •
that everybody was' hoping would the Aug. 27 game and rqshed for 87 first Gulf South Conference game
victory against Missouri Southern. The Missouri Southern game was the home opener for the
be back," Scott Goode, HU sports yards in that game alone.
Sept. 10. a
Bisons.
BRIDGET CLARK
student reporter

Stadium facelift holds advantages for' soccer, football,.HU officials say ·
-specifically designed to clean
and straighten this new kind ·
of turf.
The athletic depa rtment
estimates that this new generation of artificial grass will last
anywhere from 12 to 15 years,
longer than nearly every other
kind of synthetic turf on the
market today.
"The field looks great now,
and it'll look great at the end of
the season too," Randy Tribble,
head football coach, said.
Between Harding Academy's
juniorhigh and high school teams
,as well as the university's team,
the football field would often
be' worn out before October
even began.
A single rainy weekend in

AMANDA PRUITT
student reporter
Financed entirely by corporations and individual donors, First
Security Stadium now sports a
state-of-the-art artificial grass
surface called Pro Play, marking
the first year the Bisons will not
be playing their home games on
natural grass.
Athletic department officials
said the advantages of the new
synthetic turf are numerous,
particularlyin the maintenance
department.
The new field doesn't require
cutting, orpainting lines between
games. Field maintenance now
ronsists ofoocasional spot repairs
and cleanings by a machine

August could ruin ·the field for
the entire season. The damage
three teams were doing to the
field took its toll, making the
field of play often sloppy and
uneven, according to the athletic
department.

ding, making it much safer for
turns and falls than "Astroturf'
carpets.
"The players really like the
new field; it's easier on their
legs," Tribble said. "When we
give them the option of practicing on the playing field or the
practice field, they almost always
pick the new field, even though
it's probably hotter than playing
on real grass."
The football team is not the
CHELSEA ROBERSONffhe Bison
.only Harding sport taking advanThe new turf incorporates tage of First Security Stadium's
a drainage system, so pooling · new field. Both the men's and
water is not an issue. As far as women's soccer teams are playsafety is concerned, the artificial ing on the new surface as well
field is reliable.
as their old natural grass field
The grass surface rests on throughout the season.
top of an inch of rubber padFor the soccer teams, the

Think you know sports? Put your skills to the test in the Pizza
Pro Sports Challenge. Fill out the form below and pick this weeks winners. The lucky sports guru wpo correctly picks the most winners will win
two free buffets with drinks from Pizza Pro. Just drop -o ff your completed
entry form in the box next to the post office. Good luck!!

new turf is essentially a perfect
pitch, though, according to Greg
Harris, head men's and women's
soccer coach, it does tend to play
faster than true grass.
The fast-paced nature of the
field, coupled with the slightly
larger-than-average pitch dimensions, h ave played into
the teams' speed and passi.D.g
strengths.
,
"With playing games at tlie
stadium, we can expect even
more people to come because
the stadium is just so visible ru).d
easy to get to," Harris said. ,:
Both teams will return home
with the soccer teams playi~g
on Sept. 16 and football playing Sept. 17 against Valdosta
State. c
·
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*All games 9/11/05

NFL
_

2 Blocks

Oakland @ New England _
_
_

Denver @ Miami _

from campus.

Green Bay @ Detroit _

Indianapolis @ Baltimore _

_

,.•

MLB
_
_
_

Atlanta @Washington _
Boston @ New York (AL) _

..

VALLeY llANK

New York (NL) @ St. Louis _

Tie Breaker:
Guess the final score of Saturday's football game

1609 East Race o searcy 0501-279-2789
2307 West Beebe-Capps osearcyo501-207-4190
3601 East Race o Searcy o 501-207-4197
Hours:
8 to 5 Mon - Fri
7 to 7 Drive-thru
9 to 1 Sat (drive-thru only)

_ Harding vs. Valdosta State _
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Lady Bisons break in the new field
!

~embrace
-

~ DEREK GLOVER

~ports editor

• • After 37 years of teaching
.• and 25 years as head football
: coach at Harding Academy,
::.coach Bill Barden retired in
: spring 2005.
,:: MikeKeesehasreplacedhim
,: as the new director ofAthletics at
.:_HardingAcademy. Keese seIVed
, for six years as high school dean,
;: put said .h.e is excited about his
JleW position.
·
1- :
"I would call my experience as
1·~ean a very encouraging, faith.:.building time in my life," Keese
,:-~aid. "So far, I am enjoying the
:: shange and the opportunity to
r: iio what I love - teach science
:'•"and coach football."
~-: LadyWildcatsbasketball roach
.::Parren Mathews will replace
,.::f(eese as dean ofthe high sc;hool,
t.:while remaining head coach of
~
• ls' team.
[I ..th
e grr
.: .. "We've had a great begin::;ung to our school year, and I
::filn excited about the upcoming
'.:football season," Mathews said.
::! Football always brings spirit
·::into our school."
::: Mathews will hand over his
':;c ross country responsibilities to
Coach Rusty Garner, an assistant
, t:oach in girls' basketball and
girls' softball.
"I know Coach Garner will
push the girls beyond the norm,"
Mathews said. "Look for them
to finish in the top three of the
state once again."
;_.. Former Lady Bisons head
coach Brad Francis will be as: ,sisting Coach Mathews on the
.~court this season. Francis seIVed
' as the head coach of the Lady
-.Wildcats and has coached with
~ ;~athews as his assistant before
~ming to the university. c '
'4

)

c'

-

Senior Hilary Rosenbaum and junior Sarah Williamson work the ball around a Southwest Baptist defender Sept. 2.
The Lady Bisons are using the new turf at First Security Stadium to play most of their home games on this season.

Women's golf arrives
Newest athletic addition begi.ns preseason practice
NCAA Web site.
Andrew Baker, executive
director for the Institute for
Though officially the sea- Church & Family and the
son has not begun, practice Lady Bisons' golf coach, is a
is already underway for the former Harding golfer.
"I'm really excited
new Lady Bison golf team.
The departmenfof athlet- to be coaching this
ics has been pushing for a new team," Baker
women's golf team since said . "I will do it
the Gulf South Conference as long as Harding ' ••
"''
began adding·the sport.
lets me."
!.••:•.•
"
,
"We've had a lot ofinterS c;:ott Go o d e,
est in adding a team the last director of Sport s
few years," Athletic Director Information, descnbed
Greg Harnden said. "It [golfJ Baker as a long-time
[is] an emerging sport not friend, a skilled player
only within the NCAA, but and likely tobe a great coach.
also within the Gulf South He also said Baker did a
good job in recruiting the
Conference."
Women's golf started four freshman girls.
"Baker got some great
out with two teams in the
GSC, but now more than girls h ere that pr obably
half of GSC schools h ave would h ave chosen to go
added the sport in the last somewhere else, ifit weren't
few years, according to the for golf," Goode said.
ABBY RODENBECK
student reporter

!•:
..T
...

· Goode also expressed his
excitement at working with
the golf team. He said that
they would be easy to work
with and that h e will be
excited to see how
they perform.
The Lady Bison
golf team pl a n s
to host home golf
tournaments . The
team continues t o
work on det ails. The
women \\jll be practicing
and playing at the Searcy
Country Club throughout
this season.
"It i,s nice to see girls out
there eager to compete,"
junior Jessica Cornett said.
"As an athlete myself, I am
very excited that these girls
are getting ·t he chance to
advance their educat ion
while doing what they love
most." a

1

t

Got injustic

I

~Changes
.:
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.
fyou keep up much with baseball
news you may have heard about
the recent drama of a Florida
Marlins batboy.
'The unidentified young man was
given a six-game suspension for
using a banned substance. No, not
steroids, milk. That's right; he was
suspended for drinking milk.
According to the Marlins, the
batboywas offered $soo by Dodger
pitcher Brad Penny to drink a gallon of milk within an hour without
vomiting.
lie drank the milk, every drop,
in fact, within the hour, vomiting
soon after and losing the bet. So
the kid has a great story to tell the
grandchildren, no big deal, right?
Wrong, according to the Florida
Marlins management, who quickly
suspended him.
So here's my question: Is this
justice?
Brad Penny, the pitcher who made
the dare, put it this way: "It's kind
of ridiculous that you get a 10-game
suspension for steroids and a sixgame suspension for milk.··
This inconsistency goes way
beyond the steroid comparison,
though.
In 2003, then-Chicago Cub outfielder Sammy Sosa was suspended
eight games for having a corked
bat. Last season, St. Louis reliever
Julian Tavarez got eight games for
having pine tar on his cap.
The message Major League Baseball seems to be sending is that they
feel cheating is on the same level
with "the gallon challenge."
This latest incident is a perfect
example of the league's lopsided
priorities.
If the Florida Marlins ba'tboy is
being hammered like this, then the
penalty for real crimes is too soft.
Look at Rafael Palmeiro; he lied
to everyone about his steriod use.
When he finally tested positive
last month, he was out for a home
stand, and then it's "welcome back,

DEHEK GLOVE.k

Out of the

Bullpen

Rafi." This kid took part in a frat
house game, and he getc:; almo~t
the same penalty.
This batboy in no w;iy litd 01
brought disgrace tu the gamE' likE'
Palmeiro .
WhataboutBrad Penny? WlwrPs
the accountability for him.
If the Marlins had a pr blem
with the offe~·ed $soo payout th }
should go after the "respon ibl
adult" and at least fine PeP~\
Then again, what r c1 on \'v 1uld
they give for fining liim ~ B ttu f,
on dairy producls? I wo d r f
that would keep someon
the Hall ofFame. .Maybe v.
ask Pete Rose ..
Don't worn· about the b tt 1
he's doing just fine. Ile'
a temporary job b} the Mim
Twins' farm team in Fort l\
On his first night at h
E '
gig, fans donated money to I lJ
pay his lost salary. The don lion
were collected at the gate in what
else - empty milk cm tons. I '1 ad
dition to the minor lt>a1-;Uf' e 1 h
assignment,., the • lilk P '
Education Program c; offer
the original $soo, pJuc:; lo t
if he promises to drink h1 da1lv
recommended servmg of l11111
No one has really been hurt m ·
all of this. Perhaps it i<> a\ ictin less crime.
But given the problems currently
facing our national pasttme. tht~
strange ordeal has ce1tainly left
many fans and critics wondE'ring
if the powers that be in ba-;
I
might just be pasttlwir (' pirc1ti1 n
date. a
DEREK GLOVER is the sports ed tor fur • Bison.
He may be contacted at drglove v'l
g
edu or 279-4696.
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School's back in session. That
means the.Bison is also back. So are
Chels.ea Roberson, photographer,
and her camera. She will provide
the Bison readers with a photograph
page each issue this year, offering a
photographer's perspective on the
current week at Harding.

While under hypnosis and convinced they are vampires,
Freshman Kari Izard, senior Nate Copeland and freshman
Kristen Brookshear sneer and claw at the air. Hypnotist
Chuck Kfng performed many acts of hypnotism at Student
Impact Aug. 20.
Student Impact Party Patrol members seniors Morgan
Booth and Jeremy Painter gasp in shock after seeing a
' freshman demonstrate his talent on stage Aug. 18. The
Party Patrol was designed io pla,n games and entertaining
activities for freshmen and transfers.

Freshman Caleb McNiece holds a
microphone for junior Brett Keller as
freshman Rachel Melchers sings along
to a hillbilly song, "I'm My Own Grandpa,"
during the Honors College's welcome
back picnic Sept. 2. "The Hillbilly Picnic"
was the first Honors College event of
the year.

A student holds their melting candle during the
annual candlelight devotional Aug. 22. Students
gathered on the Benson steps to sing and pray
on the last night of Student Impact before the fall
semester began Aug. 23.

Welcome to the Club Hub. Every week, two different social
clubs will be highlighted right here. In order to score a spot at
the Club Hub, send a letter to HU Box 11192, or·e-mail us at
thebi~on@harding.edu , and tell us why your club should be in ·
the Bison. Be sure to include officers' names and contact information, a brief history of your club, upcoming functions and.
events and even a photograph.

Is ur club hip enough? If so, your club could be on this page next week.

